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As if you haven't spent enough time rereading your favorite fairy tale, the entire Harry Potter series is now on iBooks. In other words, you can download all seven books on your phone and read them on the subway. Or under your desk at work. Or on a date. Seriously, just all the time. And it's not just the same old Harry
Potter books that have been kicking around on Kindle for a while. It's a brand new, interactive, animated Harry Potter that manages to make Hogwarts even more magical than it already is. Up until Thursday morning, these books were only available at Pottermore, but now you can play with them right from your iPad, for
as little as $9.99 each. Each title has an all-new cover (which looks unlike the one on the bookshelf), as well as a custom, ultra-modern font, making Harry Potter well and truly into the 21st century. Flipping through the books, readers will encounter interactive illustrations that are about life under their fingers. Not bad for
muggles, right? No matter how many times you've read the books, I have the feeling that Harry Potter iBooks will make them feel brand new. And if you've never read Harry Potter at all (I don't judge, I read them all for the first time just last year) - well, it's the perfect time to start. Take a trip down memory lane that will
make you feel nostalgic AF To say that the Harry Potter series is popular would be to say the least. Books and films are a phenomenon of world pop culture. While most people, especially fans, probably don't question it, some may wonder: why is Harry Potter so popular? We will explore the various reasons for the
popularity of the series, as well as why it has endured so long. Trends come and go, after all. Yet Harry Potter seems to be enduring. Why? What makes Harry Potter so popular? Tom Felton, Emma Watson, Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint and Matthew Lewis at the premiere of the second part of death gifts Photo: Dimitrios
Kambouris/WireImage So what is it? What is the secret of Harry Potter's success? First of all, J.K. Rowling deserves great praise for creating such a beautiful world in the first place. Without it, Harry Potter wouldn't exist. Second, the films deserve credit for basically sticking to the story in the books and for introducing
Harry's story to a wider audience. However, all this fully explains the popularity of Harry Potter, why the story has taken off so much. So let's get into it. Harry Potter is partly popular thanks to J.K. Rowling's brilliant writing and screenwriters for the films. Another factor in his popularity is that he portrays his main character
as a search and eventually embraces power. It's that adolescence, and in fact life, is all According to Lois Lowry, author of The Giver, another reason for the show's popularity is that it includes itself that exist in ordinary, non-magical life: the same uncertainties, missteps and traps, the same mentors, villains, and conflicts
between light and darkness: all ordering the great character of the genre. In other words, Harry Potter is popular because people can relate to it. While this comes in a fantasy setting, the problems that Harry deals with are all too human. The genre simply reveals these questions. What are some of the other secrets to
the success of the series? According to Hank Green, author of the 2018 novel The Absolutely Wonderful Thing and Channel 2 Vlogbrothers on Youtube, Harry Potter is popular because of its relationship. Harry and his friends give readers the hard, strong and close relationship that all human beings crave. While Harry's
story appeals to children, her influence on adults lies too much in this relationship. According to Greene, many adults long these simple, undeniable, childish relationships, and if they can't find them in real life, feel fulfilled after seeing them in the Harry Potter series. Harry's strength lies in friends, love, community. This
message resonates with many fans of all ages. Why did Harry Potter last so long? We won't spend too much time on it, but we think there's something to be said for Harry Potter lasting as long as it has. And perhaps the reason for this lies in its power to unite people. Harry Potter owes its stamina to unlikely alliances.
These unions include adults and children and readers and non-readers, groups of people who seem to naturally fear each other but unite for a mutual love for the series. Harry Potter also lasts so long because so many people have grown up with Harry. By doing so, Rowling has provided fans for life for the boy wizard,
who is likely to pass love on to everyone they possibly can. Another reason for Harry Potter's longevity is that the series has a positive effect on people. Many are inspired by Harry to discuss religion and community and perhaps ways to make the world a better place and a better Muggle. Harry Potter is popular and likely
to remain so, at least if fans have something to say about it. The messages of the series will continue to inspire people around the world. And perhaps by loving Harry Potter, we'll all be inspired to become better people. PedroRamosPhoto/ShutterstockProfessor Kirrell walks into the bar, unwraps his turban and presents
the dark lord's face to the bartender. The Dark Lord orders a beer. Sorry, can not serve you , says the bartender. You're not in your head anymore. Fans of Harry Potter jokes will also enjoy reading the most motivational quotes of J.K. Rowling. Wikitor/Shutterstock. Just one. He puts a stick in the cauldron, and the world



revolves around him. Magic wands may not exist in real but there were some magical things in Harry Potter that are real. DavidTB/ShutterstockA. Cruickshanx has claws at the end of his paws, and the comma is a pause at the end of the position. If you knew the answer to this Harry Potter joke, check your mind with the
Harry Potter quiz. Helenabdullah/Shutterstock. Because he can't control his students. The good news is that you don't need a teacher to find the co-stars of Harry Potter in the sky. Cyril Lees/Shutterstock... and orders the Forgetfulness of the zelion. He turns to the witch next to him and says, So, do I come here a lot?
Potions can also symbolize other things you can find in hidden messages in Harry Potter. JRP Studio/ShutterstockThe first says: Of course it's hot here. Second clicks back: Shut up! Ondrej Prositsky/Shutterstock... with a frog on his shoulder. Barkeep says: It's pretty cool, where would you get it? London, - croaking frog.
They have millions 'em! Pemastockpic / Shutterstock mikeledray / ShutterstockMadam Hooch walks to the pub. Barkeep says: Hey, we have a booze named after you! Head beams. Do you have a drink named Roland? ReflectedLight/Shutterstock Pongsatorn Singnoy/ShutterstockA. Because he's got a longbottom. If
you haven't got enough of Neville and the dynamic trio, there are two new Harry Potter books to look forward to. jmcmusicinc/ShutterstockA. Because he's a double crosser. If these Harry Potter jokes go over your head, the series could be on your list of books, everyone is lying about reading. wernerimages
2018/ShutterstockA. Through Gryffindor. This Harry Potter pun will make any Slytherin smile. Arseniy Krasnowski/ShutterstockA. They're Slytherin. Draco fans will appreciate this clever Harry Potter pun. Originally published as December 05, 2019Originally published in Reader's Digest Friendly Warning! We work hard to
be precise. But these are unusual times, so please make sure events are still happening. A walking tour for Harry Potter fans, exploring London films and inspiration for books, with props, little things and funny behind-the-scenes stories. The tour starts at the corner of Duke Street Hill and Borough High Street and ends
near Leicester Square - you need a tourist map as a short subway ride is involved. And the size of the group is kept small, so booking is important. Love Harry Potter? Check out our guide for more Harry Potter stories in London. Published: Thursday August 10 2017 According to Delish, Rock Star Beer Festivals brings
the Harry Potter-themed beer festival to the US, so all potterheads out there can soak up as much butterbeer as they like. Or winter ale, pumpkin beer and special cider potions if they prefer. Wizards and Witch Beer Festival officially kicked off 24 san Diego Irenic Irenic and is currently touring the country, stopping in
Denver, Portland, Seattle, Austin and other cities. At the moment, tickets are still available in Seattle on March 1 and Austin on May 11. But you won't understand in some crowded pub. It's a magical beer festival after all, so all the venues will be decorated in Harry Potter decor to make the environment look just like
places like Leaky Cauldron, Diagon Alley, and Hogwarts Great Hall. We're trying to find places that fit a theme like a historic building and a modified church, Rock Star Beer Festivals' director of marketing and sales Ryan Wieczorek said. Among the different drinks people can enjoy are Snape's Lair of Secret Cider
Potions and adult friendly butterscotch beers (since butterbeer is technically supposed to be non-alcoholic in the books), as well as various winter and holiday themed ales. Because Harry Potter is practically synonymous with Christmas. In addition, according to Lonely Planet, there will be a plethora of activities for new
witches and wizards, including live music with a DJ, photo ops with characters, and plenty of food. At the moment, venues are only scheduled until May, but Rock Star Beer Festivals will announce any locations on its Facebook page if it plans to add more dates. Date. harry potter cards against muggles amazon. harry
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